
About the piece

This piece of music tells the story of a whole day. We slowly wake up at the 

beginning?  we start to move around and gradually get very busy as we try to do 

things faster and faster! Then, as the day goes on and the afternoon turns into 

evening, we begin to relax again, move more gently, and slowly fall asleep.

It?s not just people who have busy days like this; lots of animals, and even plants, 

do the same thing!

Listen
How does the piece get busier? The tempo (pulse) doesn?t get faster, but do the 

phrases each contain more notes, or fewer, towards the middle of the piece?

Then, from 01:22, how does the piece get more relaxed? Can you spot the 

gradual changes in tempo (pulse) and rhythm?

At the end, as we fall asleep, what happens to the melody (tune)? Does it rise, or 

fall?
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What?s next?

As well as body percussion, you could also use movement to accompany this 

piece. Try acting, miming or dancing the story of Another Busy Day.

The video for Another Busy Day shows us that plants also wake up in the 

morning and go to sleep at night?  can you find out how, and why they do this? 

How can a flower go to sleep if it can?t close its eyes?!

If you play along with us, don?t forget to take a photo or video and send it to us 

through the Recorder Minis webpage: www.block4.co.uk/recorder-minis 

Explore

This piece uses body percussion - tapping different parts of our body to make 

different sounds. Remember, you don?t have to tap very hard to make a sound! 

How many different types of body percussion can you think of?

Try the different types of body percussion used in the piece:

Tap your  knees;  clap your  hands ;  st am p your  feet ;  t ap your  belly; 

run on t he spot ;  pat  your  head;  pat  your  shoulders

See if you can make some big differences in dynamics (loud & quiet) while you 

practise these.

Pract ise

In the Introduction video, you can see and hear how the body percussion fits 

with the piece. Practise each section by itself a few times, then try to put the 

whole thing together.  You can download music for this part on our website, to 

help you remember. Can you tap, stamp and clap along with the entire piece?

Did you know, we can use the recorder like a percussion instrument too? Try 

(gently) tapping different parts of the recorder to create some percussion 

sounds. Then, try composing your own ?recorder percussion? part to play along  

with Another Busy Day.  Can you find some recorder percussion techniques that 

we haven?t thought of yet?
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